HOW COOL IS THAT!!

BY: AYANNA JAIN
BIG YAWN .... I woke up late, it was the first day of summer break! I went to Sonic for breakfast dessert. I found a piece of RARE holiday peppermint in my sundae. LUCKY ME!

How DELICIOUS is that!!
I looked in the backyard and saw a giraffe DRINKING water from our bird bath fountain. SLURP!

How ODD is that!!
I was on my bed knitting a scarf and when I blinked, the scarf was done. OMG!

How UNUSUAL is that!!
I was writing my story and suddenly my stuffed panda started eating my pencil. Hey panda, it’s not BAMBOO!

How BIZARRE is that!!
I went downstairs to play ping pong with my dad. On the 4th rally the ball became alive and ran off because it didn’t want to get hit by a paddle. Dad and I rolled over LAUGHING!

How FUN is that!!
I started making a bird house. It was hard work, I hung it outside my window. I was waiting for the birds to come but a FLYING snake moved in instead!

*How UNWELCOME is that!!*
I was eating dinner and a lion strolled through the door, sat across 2 chairs, and DEVoured my dinner!

How ATYPICAL is that!!
I changed into my PJ’s which had a cutey horse on it. The horse suddenly came ALIVE so I rode her around the basement!

How COOL is that!!
ZAAAP....

I then magically teleported to my BFF’s house. I called my mom for permission for a SLEEPOVER and she said YES! YIPPEE!

How THRILLING is that!!
My best friend and I went to her room. The moment we opened the door, we saw a sight to BEHOLD!

We saw the funny GIRAFFE wearing my beautiful SCARF, my playful PANDA chewing my PENCIL POUCH, the scary SNAKE nibbling my BIRD SEEDS, the hungry LION eating PEPPERMINT, and my cutey HORSE playing with the silly PING-PONG ball!

*How COOL FUN WEIRD is that!!*
I fell asleep thinking how EXCITING my day was. I can’t wait to see what happens TOMORROW!

How EAGER HOPEFUL is that!!
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Here are some of my favorite jokes for you to enjoy!

Why do pandas like old movies?
Because they’re in black and white.

Did you hear about the party at the Chinese zoo?
It was “Panda-monium”.

What do Chinese bears wear around their face when they're robbing banks?
A “Pandana”!

How did the panda lose his money for his dinner?
He was "Bamboozled"!

What did the panda say when he was forced out of his natural habitat?
This is “un-BEAR-able”!